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1 SYSTEM INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DiNLOG System 

 

The DiNLOG System is comprised of an electronic control unit, panels for monitoring, and a GPRS module 

for remote monitoring. Also available is a PC Setup Tool, and a PC Analyser Tool. For remote monitoring 

using the GPRS module a standard internet browser is sufficient. 

The DiNLOG Standard Logger kit is only comprised of components to assemble a standard monitoring and 

logger system. Other emission technologies such as Fuel Borne Catalyst (FBC) and Active Regeneration 

(AR) are also available in the DiNLOG System. 

 

 

Figure 1-1   The DiNLOG System 
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1.2 DiNLOG Standard Logger kit 

 

The DiNLOG Standard Logger kit is comprised of the controlling unit, a simple panel, cable harness, 

pressure connection components, and some various smaller parts, to form a complete kit for the electrical 

part of a filter installation. 

The controlling unit called DiNLOG ECU is an automotive Electronic Control Unit (ECU). Its main 

functionality is surveillance of particulate filters on diesel engines. In its standard configuration it 

continuously measures and data logs the temperature and back pressure of the exhaust gas from the diesel 

engine. Monitoring of the filter condition is based on these two parameters. The status of the monitoring is 

indicated on the DiNLOG Simple Panel, an electronic panel with three LEDs.  

 

 

Figure 1-2   The contents of the DiNLOG Standard Logger kit 

DiNLOG ECU Simple Panel 

Cable harness Pressure connection kit Fuse kit 
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2 INSTALLATION 

 

 

 

A DiNLOG Electronic Control Unit 
B Fuse kit 
C DiNLOG power supply cable 
D DiNLOG Simple Panel 
E Temperature probe 
F Fittings for temperature probe and back pressure probe 
G Inlet module of diesel particulate filter (not part of DiNLOG system) 
H Back pressure hose 
I Back pressure steel pipe 
J Cable harness with main connector 

 

Figure 2-1   The DiNLOG Standard Logger components and their assembly 

 

 

2.1 Mechanical installation 

 

The DiNLOG components are tested and approved to withstand automotive mechanical stress. See the 

technical specifications in chapter 6. Despite this it is of great benefit to do some precautions to protect the 

product. 

 

General recommendations:  

• Avoid installation of the DiNLOG ECU, Simple Panel, and cable harness on or nearby hot areas of 

the vehicle. 
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• Mount the DiNLOG ECU and Simple Panel on a location where these components are not exposed 

to intense mechanical shock or vibrations. 

• Position the DiNLOG parts, and there connectors, so that no fluids can intrude into the components. 

 

DiNLOG ECU: 

• The DiNLOG ECU must be placed higher than the exhaust system to avoid condensed water 

damaging the back pressure sensor. If this is not possible, a moisture separator must be installed 

below the DiNLOG ECU. 

• The DiNLOG ECU is mounted with four bolts fitting the bolt-ears on the back plate of the DiNLOG 

ECU. 

• The DiNLOG ECU must be mounted in a way so that there is still space for assembling it with the 

main connector of the cable harness. This requires approximately 5,5 cm on each side of the main 

connector of the DiNLOG ECU, and approximately 8 cm in front of it. 

• The CAN bus connector in front of the DiNLOG ECU must be easily accessible to ease a possible 

connection to the DiNLOG Advanced Panel or Setup Tool, 

• A possible later upgrade with the GPRS module, where the GPRS lid must be removed, could also 

be taken into account. 

• To protect the CAN bus connector leave the cap mounted. The cap should only be removed when 

connecting either the Setup Tool or the Advanced Panel. 

 

 

Figure 2-2   Installation of a moisture separator (only necessary in rare cases) 

 

Moist separator DiNLOG ECU Moist separator BP Steel pipe 
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Figure 2-3   Assembling space around the DiNLOG 

 

Simple Panel: 

• Clean the surface carefully where the Simple Panel is to be mounted, to give the adhesive tape on the 

Simple Panel the best conditions to stick onto the surface. 

• The Simple Panel must be installed clearly visible and audible to driver, operator or maintenance 

personnel, so warnings are registered and taken care of. 

 

Temperature probe: 

• The tip of the temperature probe must be placed well inside the exhaust gas stream. Approx. 3-5 cm 

inside the pipe or inlet module, preferably inside the pipe. 

• Avoid straining the cable and cable connections, by securing the cable carefully and avoid contact 

with hot spots, like the exhaust pipe. 

Space needed for 
assembly of the main 

connector and cable 
harness 

Optional space for removal 

of lid, and insertion of 

GPRS module 

Space for plugging in 

connector to CAN 
bus 
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Back pressure pipe and hose: 

 

Figure 2-4   Installation of BP hose and steel pipe 

 

• The back pressure (BP) steel pipe is mounted to the inlet filter module with the enclosed 

compression fitting.  

• The back pressure pipe should be fitted to the exhaust system where the velocity and turbulence of 

the exhaust gas is low. 

• The purpose of the BP steel pipe is to cool off the gas and enable mounting of the BP rubber hose. 

Thus it must keep its length, do not cut it off. Making adjustments of its form is OK to fit the 

installation. 

• The BP rubber hose connects to the BP steel pipe, and at the other end to the DiNLOG ECU. 

• Use the hose clips to secure the BP rubber hose. 

• Avoid kinking or squeezing the rubber hose, so that the exhaust gas can flow unhindered. 

• Avoid loops on the BP rubber hose, and mount the hose so that it rises from the filter module up to 

the DiNLOG ECU. 

• Secure the cable carefully and avoid contact with hot spots like the exhaust pipe. 

 

Hose clip 

BP rubber hose 

DiNLOG ECU 

Filter module Fitting BP steel pipe 
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Fuse kit: 

 

Figure 2-5   Fuse holder in-line, and insertion of fuse 

 

• Position the fuse holder so that it is kept in a dry and secure place. No fluids or dirt must gather on it, 

and possibly intrude into it. 

• Position the fuse holder nearby where the DiNLOG ECU is connected to the vehicle power, as close 

as possible to the battery. 

 

 

2.2 Electrical installation 

 

IMPORTANT: Power supply/battery must be disconnected while assembling the cable harness. 

The DiNLOG ECU and Simple Panel can run on both 12 V DC and 24 V DC automotive systems. The 

DiNLOG ECU automatically detects and adjusts to the supplied voltage. See also the technical 

specifications. 

 

General recommendations:  

• Use cable lugs and collectors, of sealed heat shrinkable type. 

• Use heat shrink cable sleeves, e.g. to protect cable to connector transition. 

• Use conduit to protect cables and hoses against mechanical or heat influences if necessary, e.g. flex- 

or fiberglas conduit. 

• Fasten cables in a secure way, e.g. by using cable ties. 

• All cables and wires, except the temperature probe cable, can be shortened or made longer. 

Fuse 

Fuse holder in-line 
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Installation: 

 

 

Figure 2-6   Electrical installation of the DiNLOG Standard Logger 

 

1. Connect the DiNLOG ignition signal wire to the vehicle ignition signal (Clip 15). The signal should 

reflect when the motor on the vehicle is actually running; this is when the DiNLOG ECU must do 

the data loggings. 

2. Connect the DiNLOG power supply cable to the permanent power supply of the vehicle. I.e. connect 

the power plus wire through the fuse holder to the permanent plus (Clip 30). Connect the minus wire 

to the minus or chassis ground of the vehicle (Clip 31). The permanent power supply can for 

example be found on the vehicle battery. 

3. Connect the DiNLOG Simple Panel to the cable harness. 

4. Mount the connector of the main cable harness onto the DiNLOG ECU. Start by pulling the red 

lock-mechanism of the connector to its outer position. Then place the connector onto the DiNLOG 

ECU, and push back the lock-mechanism of the connector, this will lock the connector onto the 

DiNLOG ECU. 

5. Insert the 3 A fuse of ATO type in the fuse holder. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

5. 

4. 
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List of electrical connections: 

Connect from:Connect from:Connect from:Connect from: Connect to:Connect to:Connect to:Connect to: 

Pin/wire/cable Colour Pin/wire/cable Colour 

Fuse holder RED Permanent power supply (B+ Clip 30) n/a 

DiNLOG power supply cable - Plus RED Fuse holder  (opposite side of B+ Clip 30) RED 

DiNLOG power supply cable – Minus BLACK Minus e.g. chassis ground (B- Clip 31) n/a 

DiNLOG ignition signal wire YELLOW Vehicle ignition (Clip 15)(motor running) n/a 

DiNLOG (ECU) Simple Panel – connector BLACK DiNLOG Simple Panel – connector BLACK 

 

 

Circuit diagram: 

 

 

Figure 2-7   Circuit diagram of the DiNLOG Standard Logger  

DiNLOG ECU 

IGN 

Temperature probe 

Simple Panel 

Clip 30 

Clip 15 

Clip 31 
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2.3 Setup 

 

The DiNLOG is preset with the Dinex factory settings.  

Normally it is not necessary to make any changes to these settings. 

If an application calls for a special setup, this can only be carried out by using the DiNLOG Setup Tool. The 

Setup Tool is not part of the DiNLOG Standard Logger kit, and it is only available for Dinex authorised 

fitters. 

DiNLOG preset valuesDiNLOG preset valuesDiNLOG preset valuesDiNLOG preset values 

Parameter Value 

Internal date and time GMT+01:00 

High back pressure warning limit 15 kPa (150 mbar) 

High back pressure critical limit 20 kPa (200 mbar) 

Low back pressure limit 1 kPa (10 mbar) 
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3 FUNCTIONALITY 

 

3.1 Logger 

 

One major part of the DiNLOG Standard Logger functionality, is the continuously data logging of 

temperature and back pressure.  

Temperature and back pressure are measured every 1 sec. An average calculated from these samples is 
logged every 10 sec. The data logging is only carried out as long as the DiNLOG ignition signal is held high, 

i.e. as long as the vehicle ignition is on. 

The DiNLOG can store up to 360,000 datasets, where one dataset is made up of both a temperature and a 

backpressure reading. If alarms occur they are also logged, and use the same memory as for data logging. 

This means that normally from the 360.000 datasets, a smaller amount must be subtracted to allocate space 

for alarms. The memory is circular, which means that when it is full, it will start overwriting the oldest data. 

The resolution and measurement limits of temperature and back pressure are defined below. Notice that the 

resolution has nothing to do with tolerances or precision of the measurement. 

Temperature  0.0 °C to 1677.6 °C (1 decimal resolution) 

Backpressure  0.0 to 99.9 kPa (1 decimal resolution) 

The logged data can be viewed by retrieving it from the DiNLOG ECU, to a PC using the DiNLOG Setup 

Tool. The Setup Tool is not part of the DiNLOG Standard Logger kit, and it is only available for Dinex 

authorised fitters. See chapter 4 “PC Tool” for a detailed description. 

It is possible to delete all of the memory, meaning that all datasets and alarms will be deleted. Se chap. 4 “PC 

Tool” for a more detailed description. 
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3.2 Alarm 

 

The DiNLOG Standard Logger kit comes with a Simple Panel for monitoring and viewing alarms.  

The extended functionality of monitoring and viewing alarms on the DiNLOG Advanced Panel and the 

DiNLOG Setup Tool is not described in details in this document; refer to the dedicated documents describing 

these products. The Advanced Panel and Setup Tool is not part of the DiNLOG Standard Logger kit. The 

Setup Tool is only available for Dinex authorised fitters. 

The Advanced Panel and Setup Tool can be connected at any time. The information (alarm lists) needed by 

these modules, are kept and updated even though they are not connected.  

 

If a “Service” alarm arises the operator must immediately go to a garage. If this demand is not meet 

be the operator, the functionality of the system will no longer be guaranteed, and it will void the 

warranty.  

 

Priorities of alarms 

Two priorities of alarms are defined. The low priority alarm is referred to as a “Warning”. If the Warning 

remains on for a longer period, the filter system needs service as soon as possible. The high priority alarm is 

referred to as a “Service”. When this alarm comes up the filter system needs service immediately. 

 

Simple Panel functionality 

The status of the DiNLOG (ECU) is indicated by the DiNLOG Simple Panel with three LEDs (Light 

Emitting Diodes), and a buzzer. 

DiNLOG 

status 

Indication Alarm priority Reset 

OK Green LED   

Warning Yellow LED Warning When ignition is switched off. Or 

when the problem no longer exists. 

 

Service Red LED 

Buzzer 

Service When acknowledged on the Simple 

Panel button. 

 

The LED indicators remain illuminated for 30 min after the ignition has been switched off, for the driver or a 

service personnel to check the status of the filter system after the vehicle has been parked. 

The buzzer sounds for 2 sec. when a service problem arises. If the service problem has not been 

acknowledged, the buzzer sounds for another 2 min. when the ignition is switched off, and again sounds for 

2 seconds when the ignition is switched back on. The first two minutes after ignition has been switched off, it 

is possible to acknowledge a service problem, but only in regard of turning off the buzzer. 

Acknowledgement of a service problem is possible as long as ignition is switched on. It is not possible to 

acknowledge a service problem with the ignition switched off. The status of the system is then unchangeable, 

and the same status will be indicated on the LEDs for 30 min.  
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The Simple Panel does not distinguish between the different service problems and warnings, which are 

indicated by switching on the red and respectively the yellow LED. So the “TEXT” and “LOG CODE” 

columns listed below, cannot be viewed on the Simple Panel. Active alarms, indicated in the column 

“ALARM PRIORITY” as warning or service, are monitored simply by the Simple Panels LEDs. As written 

above a warning is indicated by a yellow LED, and a service problem is indicated by a red LED. To view 

“TEXT” and “LOG CODE” an Advanced Panel or Setup Tool must be connected.  

 

Alarms to be emphasized when using the Simple Panel 

List of alarms with special relevance when operating the DiNLOG Standard Logger set up with a Simple 

Panel. 

TEXT LOG 

CODE 

ALARM 
PRIORITY 

COMMENT 

BP HIGH WARNING 1 Warning Back pressure high warning. 

BP HIGH CRITICAL 2 Service Back pressure high critical. 

CHECK BP HOSE   3 Service Back pressure low critical. 

 

“BP HIGH WARNING” 

Is recognized when the particulate filter is clogged up. The filter needs cleaning. More details on cleaning are 

explained in the troubleshooting chapter. 

In details the alarm is recognized when the back pressure in a certain time window is above the back pressure 

warning limit for a given accumulated period of time. The time window can spread over more periods with 

ignition on/off. The accumulated period of time will be subtracted a certain amount each time ignition goes 

on/off. The accumulated period of time will also be subtracted over time as events above the warning limit 

gets old and thereby exceeding the time window. This is how the warning is automatically reset. 

“BP HIGH CRITICAL” 

Is recognized when the particulate filter is seriously clogged up. The filter needs cleaning immediately. More 

details on cleaning are explained in the troubleshooting chapter. 

In details the alarm is recognized when the back pressure in a certain time window is above the back pressure 

critical limit, for a given accumulated period of time. The time window can spread over more periods with 

ignition on/off. The accumulated period of time will be subtracted a certain amount each time a service 

problem is acknowledged. This is how the service problem is reset. The service problem is kept, even though 

the accumulated period of time in the time window no longer has a value high enough to indicate an alarm . 

Only acknowledgement of the service problem can reset it. 

“CHECK BP HOSE” 

Is recognized due to a back pressure hose that has either jumped off, has a leakage, or is broken. 

In details the alarm is recognized when back pressure is below the lower limit for a consecutive period of 

time. The time period can spread over more periods with ignition on/off. The DiNLOG ECU must be active, 

not in sleep mode. 

 

Correlation between Simple Panel, Advanced Panel, and Setup Tool 

The Acknowledgment of alarms is not synchronized between the Simple Panel, Advanced Panel, and Setup 

Tool. E.g. if an alarm is acknowledged on the Simple Panel, a serviceman connecting the Advanced Panel 
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will still see the same alarm as unacknowledged on the Advanced Panel. The Simple Panel is mirrored on the 

Setup Tool, all functionality of the Simple Panel can also be found on the Setup Tool.  

 

Complete list of alarms and events logging on the DiNLOG system 

The complete list of alarms and events logging on the DiNLOG system can only be viewed when an 

Advanced Panel or the DiNLOG Setup Tool is connected to the DiNLOG ECU. 

The “Type of logging” is divided into two main groups. Alarm logs are alarms which the operator has to 

react on, and that will be indicated on the Simple Panel. Event logs are events which the operator don’t have 

to react on, but can be seen as useful information. 

For each type of alarm and event there is a corresponding Log code. When an alarm or event is indicated on 

the Advanced Panel or Setup Tool, this code and a short text message is used. The full information on an 

alarm or event can be found using this code as a reference to the list of alarms and events, or the 

troubleshooting list. 

TEXT LOG 

CODE 

ALARM 

PRIORITY 

TYPE OF LOGGING 

BP HIGH WARNING 1 Warning Alarm log. Back pressure high warning. 

BP HIGH CRITICAL 2 Service Alarm log. Back pressure high critical. 

CHECK BP HOSE   3 Service Alarm log. Back pressure low critical. 

IGN ON 10  Event log. Ignition is on. 

IGN OFF 11  Event log. Ignition is off. 

ADD LOW 20 Warning Alarm log. FBC additive is low. 

ADD EMPTY 21 Service Alarm log. FBC additive is empty. 

CALIBRATE FBC 22 Service Alarm log. FBC calibration error. 

NEW FUEL LEVEL 23  Event log. FBC test value. 

ADDITIVE SWITCH 24  Event log. FBC test value. 

PUMP START 25  Event log. FBC test value. 

PRIME 50  Event log. FBC Priming made. 

CURRENT PROTECT 53 Service Alarm log. Error on high currents from 

outputs. Outputs are shut off to protect the 

DiNLOG ECU. 

LOG INIT FAILED 54 Service Alarm log. Log HW Error. 

RTC INIT FAILED 55 Service Alarm log. Real Time Clock HW Error 

UNIT TEST 56  Event log. Used during production test. 

SP DISCONNECTED 57 Service Alarm log. Simple Panel disconnected. This 

problem will only show on DiNLOG setup tool 

and in the data log as the Simple Panel is not 
functional. 

SP CONNECTED 57  Event log. Simple Panel connected. 
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AP CONNECTED 58  Event log. Advanced Panel connected. 

AP DISCONNECTED 58  Event log. Advanced Panel disconnected. 

PARAM CHANGED    60  Event log. A parameter has been changed by 

the Setup Tool. 

CHANGE TIME   61  Event log. The time and date of the ECU clock 

has been changed via the Setup Tool. 

TIME CHANGED 61  Event log. Change time completed. 

ECU TMP LOW   62  Event log. Temperature too low inside the 

DiNLOG ECU. 

ECU TMP HIGH   63 Service Alarm log. Temperature too high inside the 

DiNLOG ECU. 

ECU TMP OK 62/63  Event log. Temperature inside the DiNLOG 

ECU is OK again. The log code used here will 

correspond to the log code that was generated 

when the DiNLOG temperature deviated from 

its allowed area.  
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4 SETUP TOOL (PC TOOL) 

 

The DiNLOG Setup Tool is not part of the DiNLOG Standard Logger kit, and it is only available for Dinex 

authorised fitters. 

The DiNLOG Setup Tool is an additional PC tool that enables the user to connect to the DiNLOG ECU and 

retrieve data from and change parameters on the DiNLOG ECU. Some of the mostly used functions like 

retrieving data, changing data, and resetting the memory are briefly described below; refer to separately 

documentation for detailed information.   

 

Figure 4-1   The DiNLOG Setup Tool adapter and PC Setup Tool 

 

 

4.1 Retrieve and analyse data 

 

All data loggings, including the event/alarm logs, can be retrieved from the DiNLOG ECU.  

When the transfer of data is completed, the Setup Tool automatically processes the data and opens up a 

window showing a brief analyse of the received data. A graph showing the temperature and back pressure 

curves for a default period, and a list with the events logged. 
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It is possible to save the data loggings to file. It will be saved in three different files. Two of the files in an 

open readable text format, one containing the data loggings, the other one containing the events logged. The 

third file being a protected non readable file, containing both. 

In case of claims, the protected file must be send to Dinex. 

 

4.2 Changing setup 

 

The various parameters linked to the different Dinex emissions technologies, and more general set up of the 

DiNLOG ECU, can be set up and changed with Setup Tool. Parameter files containing a complete set up of a 

DiNLOG ECU can be stored and opened again. 

 

4.3 Resetting the data log and alarms 

 

It is possible to reset the memory of the DiNLOG ECU, i.e. reset all data and event loggings. The setup 

parameters cannot be reset this way. The reset can only be carried out by entering a password. This password 

is generated by a special software program, and can only be retrieved from Dinex.  
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5 TROUBLESHOOTING 

 

5.1 Troubleshooting 

 

The troubleshooting procedure on a DiNLOG system is determined by which units and tools are available 

when servicing the system. Some faults are not registered as alarms on the DiNLOG ECU, and can only 

found by mechanical or other inspections. Normally the first and only indication of an alarm will be the 

Simple Panel lighting the LEDs and making a sound with the buzzer. It is possible to do some primary 

troubleshooting based on this information. Some typical filter problems should be considered trying to solve 

the problem. If a fault remains after trying to solve the problem this way, or if an Advanced Panel or Set 

Tool is available right away, the troubleshooting must be based on the information from these units. 

If a “Service” alarm arises the operator must immediately go to a garage. If this demand is not meet 

be the operator, the functionality of the system will no longer be guaranteed, and it will void the 

warranty.  

 

Primary troubleshooting based only on Simple Panel 

 

DiNLOG 
status 

Indication Alarm 
priority 

Reset 

OK Green LED  System is running OK 

 

Warning Yellow LED Warning A problem has arisen. If the warning remains 

on for a longer period, the filter system needs 

service as soon as possible 

 

Service Red LED 

Buzzer 

Service A service problem has arisen. Filter system 

needs service immediately 

 

To determine exactly what caused a problem, it is necessary to connect a DiNLOG Advanced Panel, or a 

DiNLOG Setup Tool. These tools provide online information of the system, and the list of error codes is 

shown. Typical filter system problems are low or high back pressure limits being exceeded.  

High back pressure may be due to build up of soot in the particulate filter. An increased engine load raises 

the exhaust temperature, which will make the particulate filter burn off more soot. This can make the back 

pressure return to normal level. If the back pressure cannot be reduced by running the engine at high road, 

and the alarm comes back on, it is time to have the filter serviced by authorized personnel.  

Low back pressure readings may be due to a broken or incorrectly fitted back pressure hose. The hose may 

have jumped off or have a leakage. Low back pressure may also be caused by a damaged filter. 

 

Troubleshooting based on information from Advanced Panel or Setup Tool: 

Refer to the dedicated manuals for the Advanced Panel and Setup Tool.  
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Troubleshooting faults not registered by the DiNLOG system: 

 

OCCURRENCE TROUBLESHOOTING 

Non of the LEDs on the SP is lighted. Ignition is not on. Ignition signal is not connected 

probably. 

SP not connected. 

Missing power supply. Fuse blown. 

Unrealistic high or low readings of temperature. See DiNLOG registered alarm “CHECK TEMP 

SENS”. 

Unrealistic high or low readings of back pressure. See DiNLOG registered alarm “CHECK BP 

HOSE” and “BP HIGH WARNING”.   

Data loggings missing Ignition signal is not connected probably. 

Power supply not connected probably. Must be 

connected to permanent power. 
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6 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

6.1 Technical specifications 

 

DiNLOG ECU 

 

Environment     Automotive 

Enclosure class    IP67 

Supply voltage    8 – 32 VDC 

Working temperature    -40°C - +85°C 

Current rating (operating)    <140 mA 

Current rating (sleep mode)    <15 mA 

EMC protection    e24*72/245*2006/28*1560*00 

E24 10R-020387 

Electrical protection    Over voltage, reverse polarity, 

short circuit 

Mechanically protection    Vibration and shock tested,  

ISO 16750-3 (modified time) 

 

Temperature measurement 

 

Measuring range    50°C - 1000°C 

Max temperature    1000°C 

Measurement tolerance    +/-2% fs 150-450 °C, 

+/-5% fs 50-150 °C, 450-1000 °C 

 

Back pressure measurement 

 

Measuring range    0-80 kPa (0-800 mbar) 

Max pressure      150 kPa (1500 mbar) 

Measurement tolerance    +/-0,5% kPa at 20 °C  
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Figure 6-1   Drawing of the DiNLOG ECU with dimensions 

55 
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7 LIST OF SPARE  

 

DiNLOG Standard Logger kit 

Dinex part number Component 

41001 DiNLOG Standard Logger kit 

 

DiNLOG Standard Logger kit parts list 

Dinex part number Component 

41005 DiNLOG ECU 

41006 DiNLOG Simple Panel 

41012 DiNLOG Cable harness standard 

41016 DiNLOG Fuse kit standard 

41022 DiNLOG ECU Dust cab CAN bus connector 

180056 DiNLOG GPRS dummy module 

41033 DiNLOG Pressure connection kit 

 

DiNLOG Standard Logger extensions and spare parts 

Dinex part number Component 

41007 DiNLOG Advanced Panel 

41008 DiNLOG GPRS kit 

41009 DiNLOG Setup Tool Adapter (Adapter only) 

41010 DiNLOG Setup Tool kit (incl. Adapter and software) 

41035 DiNLOG Fuse holder in-line w/o cap 

41019 DiNLOG Fuse standard 

41037 DiNLOG Cable harness standard 10 meter thermocouple 

41039 DiNLOG Simple Panel extension cable 5 meter 

41040 DiNLOG Simple Panel holder 

41041 DiNLOG Advanced Panel holder 
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8 WARRANTY STATEMENT 

 

8.1 Warranty statement 

 

Dinex carries a one-year guarantee on the DiNLOG system products. 

1. Dinex warrant that the Dinex Filter-silencer will be free from defects in materials or workmanship at 

time of manufacturing, provided that the appropriate filter silencer assembly including the DPX™ unit 

for a diesel engine (Dinex Filter-silencer), is properly installed, maintained and used in accordance with 

"Operational Requirements" and "Service & Maintenance Instructions". Claims for breach of this 

warranty must be in writing and received by Dinex, before a period of one year or a distance of 150.000 

km`s has elapsed from date of supply of the Dinex Filter-silencer. It will be the responsibility of the 

buyer of the Dinex Filter-silencer to complete and return the informa tion required about fitting as 

documentation to Dinex within thirty days of fitment (last page of this document must be used). Failure 

to fully complete and return this information may void this warranty. Flexible pipes are not covered by 

this warranty. 

 

2. This warranty is limited to the repair or exchange of defective Dinex Filter-silencer components 

including DPX™ units and fitting kits (excluding flexible pipes) supplied at the discretion of the 

supplier. Potential refunds are at the sole discretion of the supplier. Refunds will only be made after all 

Dinex Filter-silencer components are returned to the supplier, and only after the supplier endorses such 

warranty claims. Any refund will be calculated on a retrospective scale, which will equate to the nearest 

whole one-tenth of the term of warranty remaining. 

 

3. The life expectancy of the Dinex Filter-silencer is estimated to be a maximum of seven years, with an 

average life of five years, when operated under a normal "duty cycles" and in compliance with 

temperature requirements described under "Temperature and duty cycle". 
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4. Any of the following will void the warranties of the Dinex Filter-silencer: 

• Failure to follow OEM maintenance and operating procedures. Proper OEM maintenance and 

operating procedures are understood to be those procedures recommended by the OEM to ensure 

engine longevity and operation. 

• Failure to comply with the "Operational Requirements of the DPX1/2/3". 

• Failure to inspect and maintain, clean and reverse filter at every 50.000 km’s.  

• Failure to keep record of maintenance (back pressure, opacity, cleaning and reversal of filter unit, 

change of components and crankcase oil consumption trend's or records). 

• That the duty cycle does not comply with the requirements specified and/or approved by Dinex. 

• More than 30 minutes of idling per day. 

• That the engine does not complies with the emission level under which it has been certified. 

• Excessive particulate emissions due to poor engine operation and maintenance.  

• Applications of the DPX™ unit to an engine model other than that approved and recommended by 

Dinex. 

• Inappropriate or non-approved installation. Strict adherence to the installation instructions  

• provided by Dinex must be followed. 

• Use of fuel other than that for which the engine is calibrated. 

• Use of fuel containing over 50 ppm Sulphur. 

• Use of fuel containing supplementary additives, without seeking written approval from Dinex. 

• Use of fuel blended with lubricating oil or contaminated with other oils or fluids. 

• Alterations or attempts to repair without prior written approval from Dinex. 

• Progressive engine failure, which allows lubricating oil, fuel, or coolant to be present in the engine 

exhaust, in excess of engine manufacturers recommendations. 

• Excessive lubricating oil consumption of engine due to wear or overfilling of crankcase. 

• Physical damage caused by misuse, abuse, or road hazards. 

• Damage caused by improper cleaning procedures (failure to follow "Service & Maintenance 

Instructions"). 
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5. The Dinex Filter-silencer supplier's liability does not cover consequential damage, loss of use or direct or 

indirect loss to user property or income and shall always be limited to the amount, paid by the customer, 

for the Dinex Filter-silencer. 

 

6. This warranty represents Dinex entire responsibility to the customer in relation to the Dinex Filter-

silencer and the customer accepts such warranty in lieu of all other conditions, warranties or guaranties, 

express, or implied, statutory or otherwise. 

 

 


